We celebrated on Tuesday 1st February – our five weeks of COVID lockdown was
over and all our residents were (and are) well. We still have staff away from work
with COVID but our RAT tests are holding any COVID away from inside our services.
We are blessed.
PROPERTY WORK
Our main building works at present are Retirement Village unit renovations and a
small number of units in Redleaf being renovated. These will continue in the coming
months. The replacement of gutters and downpipes has started and will take a few
months. When they are completed, we will get going on garden works around
Rosetta Park. The Carise courtyard is under construction to provide effective drainage
and prevent water in big storms intruding into Carise indoor areas. WE anticipate this
work will be complete by the end of March.
In March, we will have automatic gates installed on the Pacific Highway, at our
pedestrian entrance on Pacific Highway and in the entrance road off Ada Avenue just
beyond the entrance to Carise car park. This will not affect staff and residents who
use Rosetta car park, Carise car park or the staff car park. It will prevent through
traffic and people other than those visiting UPA from using our car parking spaces. It
will make our site secure, particularly after hours. There will be swipes installed at
the gates by Quest and, when that is done, gate swipes will be activated for
contractors and resident, family and staff swipes will be activated for the gates also.
Our neighbors let us know that they could hear noisy machinery at night. It took a
while to find the problem! We will need to replace the Redleaf air conditioning
systems. These will be replaced in the coming months.
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SERVICES
We have had an internally organized audit in January and our report provided in
February. The findings reaffirm that we are on the right track to build a new
registered nurse team with our new graduates with support from Aaron supported by
a new experienced clinical leader. In February, we have also received resident and
relative satisfaction surveys. In our next newsletter, we will provide feedback about
these reports and what we are doing about them. The results are a mix of
compliments and concerns, and I would like to thank everyone who participated in
returning the surveys. This is an important part of our continuous improvement
program of work. Our primary goal is to deliver care and services that residents
choose and that residents have days that feel normal and include things to do that
are meaningful to them.
STAFF
I hope you are meeting and getting to know our new graduates – Charlie, Kay,
Louise and Simon. They are now active in the roster of registered nurses and about
to start their New Graduate education through ACSA (Aged Care Services Australia)
that will take them through their first year as a registered nurse.
Wendy Nui started working with us on 7th February. Wendy has taken on the position
of assistant Care Manager, supporting Aaron as our services continue to grow.
Wendy is a very experienced registered nurse with specialty experience in dementia
care, quality, compliance and nurse education. She has hit the ground running and
we are so thankful she has joined our leadership team.

It's lovely to see Autumn weather heading towards us. I hope you are enjoying this
time of year and staying safe.

Bronwyn
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I would like to thank all the staff who
worked and supported the service during
the lockdown, this was tremendous to see
the staff commitment to the service for
the residents’ care and welfare.

So, we have ended the lockdown it has
been a wonderful sight to have TRA
family members return to the service to
visit the residents. We are trying to utilise
the time left in Summer already, with
outdoor gathering being undertaken.

We will continue to have strict precautions
for all visitors coming into the home as we
would this to remain a safe place for the
residents and staff.
Thank you
The staff during this time worked under
the most adverse conditions with staff
undertaking multiple shifts and work on
through breaks it was amazing to see this
level of dedication. Thank you to the
families for your support as the successful
end result could not have been achieved
without cooperation.
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News from Redleaf
& Rosetta Park Rosetta
Park
Written by Alice Mackay

It is two months into 2022 already and
still our lives are dominated by Covid!
Thankfully, we have no staff or residents
with Covid at present. Thank you again to
Redleaf Assisted Living Residents and
Rosetta Park ILU residents for your
understanding and patience over the last
few months as we worked through the
small number of staff and residents who
did have Covid.

Rosetta Park residents have asked about
motion sensors for the lights in the
hallways and the advice from the
technician we consulted is that they would
be far more expensive than what we have
in place now.
Things are slowly getting back to the new
‘near normal’ with the coffee van and bus
trips having started up and I know some
of you in Rosetta Park are taking holidays
that involve flying on a plane!!
Below are a couple of belated photos from
Christmas day at Redleaf.
Alice Mackay (Retirement Village
Manager)

I have let some of you know in a short
memo that the new Assistant Care
Manager, Wendy Niu, will be based in my
office and in fact will have my desk!! This
has been on my request so that there is a
manager in Redleaf for the high care
residents, relatives and staff. Hopefully
this will happen next week.
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News from Activities Corner
By Shilpa and Nahid
Hello, everyone,
We had a lovely time in the month of
February, and we are still in summer and
the weather is still great – nice and
sunny. We are now out of lockdown and
residents are finally enjoying their time in
activities which include outdoor walking
and gardening.

From last week we started bus trips,
every Wednesday morning and afternoon
bus trips. Last week we took residents to
Brooklyn and this Wednesday we took
them to Kirribilli under the harbour bridge.
Residents enjoyed the bus trip and the
amazing city views.
Residents are taking part in the walking
group which does walks to the outside
garden and Wahroonga shops for coffee.

On 26th of January we celebrated Australia
Day with a special lunch, decoration and
afternoon tea with music in the courtyard.

The coffee van resumed from last week
and comes every Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday so residents can enjoy
coffee in the garden with sunshine and
socialise with their other residents and
relatives.
1st of February we celebrated Chinese
New Year with nice decorations, music
and lunch. All residents really enjoyed.
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Valentines Day Photos
This week the hairdresser is coming so
residents can have nice haircuts and
hairstyles.
On 14th of February, we celebrated
Valentine’s day with a special lunch, nice
gifts and an afternoon tea with music.

The lockdown is now over which means
that residents can now fully enjoy time
with family members who can come and
visit them.
Thank you everyone for your support and
understanding and making it through this
rough period of covid.
Thanks
Kind Regards
Shilpa Jain & Nahid Sultana
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Australia Day
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Health and Safety Message
For all of us warm weather’s arrival is a
welcomed breath of fresh air. But when
seasonal allergies are a problem, nature’s
colourful blooming flowers and budding
trees can also be a source of frustration
and discomfort. In fact, some people with
chronic health conditions like
cardiovascular disease or asthma are
placed at serious risk when exposed to
airborne allergens- especially during the
spring and fall. Here are several reliable
ways to help you navigate through allergy
season.
Seasonal Allergy Symptoms
Seasonal allergies are also called “hay
fever” or allergic rhinitis by clinicians.
Allergic reactions can range from mild to
severe, and life-threatening reactions are
even possible. The Mayo Clinic online lists
these possible allergic rhinitis symptoms:
• Runny, stuffy nose
• Sneezing
• Watery, swollen or red eyes
(conjunctivitis)
• Itching of the eyes, nose or roof of
the mouth
•

Depending upon the irritating particle
(allergen), seasonal allergy symptoms can
affect the nasal passages, sinuses,
airways, skin and even digestive system.
Not only will seasonal allergies reduce
your quality of life, many then turn to
over-the-counter antihistamines that can
cause dangerous side effects.
Allergy Management Tips
Even if you have allergies, getting
outdoors to exercise and soak up the
sun’s rays benefits your health and
wellbeing. However, keeping yourself safe
and comfortable in the process means
developing a good allergy management
strategy. Here are some tips:
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Watch for the Signs
Just because someone hasn’t had
seasonal allergies before doesn’t mean
they can’t develop them at any age.
Always keep an eye out whilst outdoors
and look for the classic allergy signs like
itchy eyes, sneezing and runny nose.
Tell Their Doctor
Someone with cardiovascular issues or
lung disease can be placed at serious risk
during allergy season. If you suspect that
you has allergies it’s best to promptly
consult with your doctor or caregiver.
Try Drug-Free Solutions
As was mentioned earlier, antihistamine
use in the elderly is discouraged. In most
instances, seasonal allergies are triggered
by mould and pollen in the air. Here are
some drug-free ways to help protect
yourself from airborne allergens:
• Wear sunglasses outside to avoid
eye exposure.
• Monitor the daily pollen counts and
avoid outdoor activities on
elevated-pollen days.
• If allergies flare up, get indoors
quickly.
Inside the Home
Even when a indoors, you’re not totally
protected against allergens, and notably
when there’s a pet or a lot of dust in the
home. These are some guidelines for
turning your home into a “pollen-free”
zone:
• When either of you enters the
home, remove your shoes and wash
your hands thorough
• Keep the home’s windows and
doors closed whenever possible,
and while traveling in the car
together always keep the windows
up.
• Vacuum and dust the home
frequently to remove allergens
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Jokes

What do you call a very small valentine?
"A valentiny!"
What did the Valentine's Day card say to
the stamp?
"Stick with me and you'll go places!"

What did one flame say to the other on
Valentine's Day?
“We’re a perfect match!”

What do you call two birds in love?
Tweethearts!

What did the French chef give his wife for
Valentine's Day?
"A hug and a quiche!"
What is a vampire's sweetheart called?
His ghoul-friend.
What did one boat say to the other?
"Are you up for a little row-mance?"
Do you think skunks celebrate Valentine's
Day?
Sure, they're very scent-imental.
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Our mission is to offer care of the highest possible standard consistent
with the Christian commitment of U.P.A. and the expectations of
society.
OUR VALUES: Compassion Respect Integrity Kindness Inclusiveness
PHILOSOPHY OF AGED CARE
The United Protestant Association of NSW (UPA) is a Christian
organization that aims to provide quality service and care. We believe that every
person that we care for has the right to live at peace with dignity, respect, and
security. That right does not diminish irrespective of age.
We welcome people from all religious and cultural backgrounds. We convey
compassion, kindness, respect, and honesty in our work. Our staff and volunteers
encourage and empower those we care for to choose their own path. Mindful of how
we ourselves would like to be treated, we aim to provide a caring atmosphere of
Christian love and understanding.
When we have failed to live up to our Mission, Values or Philosophy of Care, we
seek to make amends.

CONTACT DETAILS
THE SYDNEY NORTH DISTRICT OFFICE IS LOCATED AT
1614 PACIFIC HIGHWAY WAHROONGA NSW 2076
Phone 02 9450 8300 Fax 02 9450 8371
United Protestant Association of NSW Ltd
The Centres of Care within the Sydney North District are: -

ABN 71 050 057 620- 012

On our main site (1614-1634 Pacific Hwy):
UPA Sydney North Administration: Regional Manager Bronwyn Heard Ph. 9450 8300
CDC Co-ordinator- Karen Tebbet
Ph. 9450 8300
Thomas & Rosetta Agst Aged Care Service: Care Manager: Aaron Renel
Ph. 9450 8320
Rosetta Park Independent Living:
Ph. 9450 8340
Redleaf Serviced Apartments: Care Manager Alice Mackay
Ph. 9450 8310
Carise Place:
Ph. 9450 8350
Home Care Program: Sydney District
Ph. 8197 9300
And St Ermes Court:
5 Isis Street, Wahroonga.
Ph. 9450 8300
EDITOR Jennifer Martin. If anyone has anything they would like to contribute, please feel
free to either e-mail it to: jennifer.martin@upa.org.au or forward to the office for inclusion
in the next issue. It’s your newsletter! Newslink – the voice of UPA Sydney North
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